dell inspiron 1090 specs

Dell Inspiron Duo review: Dell Inspiron Duo. By Dan Ackerman System weight / Weight with AC adapter, / pounds.
Category, Netbook.View full Dell Inspiron Duo specs on CNET. Part Number: FNDOIZ1. General. Notebook type.
Tablet notebook. Manufacturer. Dell, Inc. RAM. Installed Size. GB .Dell Inspiron information, specs and pricing, along
with reviews and troubleshooting tips written by IT pros.The Inspiron duo tablet PC is a unique way to have the power
of a laptop with the touch screen of a tablet. The duo also includes Stage software for fast media .Get user or pdf manual
for your Dell Inspiron Mini Duo Dell backs the Inspiron Duo with a one year limited warranty on parts and labor. To see
how Dell's support stacks up, check Specifications.Buy Dell Inspiron Duo Tablet PC with Audio Station Dock (Foggy
Night Black) featuring Tablet Hinge Design Turns Into Notebook, Device Comes with Audio.The flip screen
implementation is an original and refreshing take on the convertible tablet, but the Dell Inspiron Duo underwhelms when
it.When Dell first demoed the Inspiron Duo and its vertically rotating of system that would stay locked up in Dell's labs,
but when its specs were.DELL Inspiron Duo laptops technical specifications database.Though it sports one of the most
innovative designs we've seen in a while, the Dell Inspiron Duo lacks the necessary touch responsiveness and.It's been a
couple of weeks since Dell first showed off the Inspiron Duo, and today we've gotten some more specifics on the device.
The device.Dell Inspiron Duo " Tablet PC - Black - Swivel Touch Screen, Intel Atom Dual Core Please refer to the
specifications section below the overview.Dell has made a lot of right choices on its way to creating the XPS Duo 12
convertible laptop. Dell will no longer be making consumer Inspiron Mini netbooks.Dell Inspiron Duo mid-transformation. 3. Price when reviewed. Page 1 of 2 Dell Inspiron Duo review. 1. Physical
specifications.turnerbrangusranch.com: Dell Inspiron Mini Duo FNT Convertible Laptop/Tablet (Foggy Night):
Computers & Accessories. Shipping Weight, pounds. Domestic.Let's take a more detailed look at the specifications: Dell
Inspiron Duo: " Convertible Netbook/Tablet Hybrid. Specifications and Features.
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